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Beetle Ford Explorer & Mazda Navajo Automotive Repair
Manual

Hybrid and
Electric Drive Jul
16 2021
GM Automatic
Overdrive
Transmission
Builder's and
Swapper's Guide
Jun 02 2020 Vehicle
maintenance.
How to Rebuild GM
LS-Series Engines
Feb 08 2021 With
the increasing
popularity of GM's
LS-series engine
family, many
enthusiasts are
ready to rebuild.
The first of its kind,
How to Rebuild GM
LS-Series Engines,
tells you exactly
how to do that. The
book explains
variations between
the various LSseries engines and
elaborates up on
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the features that
make this engine
family such an
excellent design. As
with all Workbench
titles, this book
details and
highlights special
components, tools,
chemicals, and
other accessories
needed to get the
job done right, the
first time.
Appendicies are
packed full of
valuable reference
information, and
the book includes a
Work-Along Sheet
to help you record
vital statistics and
measurements
along the way.
Income Tax
Fundamentals
2022 Sep 17 2021
Master the most
important areas of
today's tax law with
2/17

Whittenburg/AltusBuller/Gill's bestselling INCOME
TAX
FUNDAMENTALS
2022. This concise,
practical
introduction to tax
preparation uses a
unique, step-by-step
workbook format
that integrates
actual tax forms.
You learn the
complexities of the
U.S. income tax
code as this
edition's clear, upto-date presentation
walks you through
real, current
examples using the
most recent tax
forms. A variety of
end-of-chapter
problems and
online exercises
offers hands-on
practice with tax
return problems
Access Free
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that use source
documents identical
to those of real
clients. Professional
Intuit
ProConnectTM tax
preparation
software also
accompanies each
new book. In
addition, numerous
study tools and
powerful online
resources,
including the
CNOWv2 online
homework tool,
help you further
refine your
knowledge and
practical skills to
become a
successful tax
preparer today.
Important Notice:
Media content
referenced within
the product
description or the
product text may
not be available in
the ebook version.
Ford Explorer &
Mazda Navajo
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Automotive
Repair Manual
Jun 22 2019
David Vizard's How
to Port and Flow
Test Cylinder
Heads Jun 14 2021
Author Vizard
covers blending the
bowls, basic porting
procedures, as well
as pocket porting,
porting the intake
runners, and many
advanced
procedures.
Advanced
procedures include
unshrouding valves
and developing the
ideal port area and
angle.
Do-It-Yourself
High
Performance Car
Mods Jul 04 2020 A
Step-by-Step Guide
to Building Your
Dream Hot Rod
Inside and Out! Get
revved up!
Everything you
need to know about
building your
3/17

dream hot rod is
inside this book.
You now have at
your disposal the
basic automotive
techniques and
tools necessary to
install any
modification to your
car. Here's the
fastest and easiest
way to get started!
Do-It-Yourself HighPerformance Car
Mods is designed to
help you modify
cars and light
trucks for improved
performance. While
there are many
books on individual
systems on a car,
this practical stepby-step guide
provides you with a
thorough working
knowledge of ALL
the systems in a
single resource.
Automotive
journalist and
experienced
engineer Matt
Access
Free
Cramer has
created
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an invaluable
reference for
readers regardless
of age or
experience.
Whether you're a
hobbyist new to the
world of
performance cars
or a veteran car
enthusiast looking
to take the next
step, you will
become better
equipped to drive
off in the car of
your dreams.
There's never been
a simpler, more
practical approach
to modifying cars
and light trucks, so
you can do-ityourself--and
ultimately end up in
the winner's circle!
Do-It-Yourself HighPerformance Car
Mods includes
valuable
information on:
How car systems
work Simple ways
to improve
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performance
Getting more power
out of your engine
How to find reliable
sources Separating
marketing hype
from reality
Adjusting the
engine components
and controls for
best performance
How improving one
area may impede
another
Cold and Ultracold
Collisions in
Quantum
Microscopic and
Mesoscopic
Systems Nov 07
2020 Cold and
ultracold collisions
occupy a strategic
position at the
intersection of
several powerful
themes of current
research in
chemical physics, in
atomic, molecular
and optical physics,
and even in
condensed matter.
The nature of these
4/17

collisions has
important
consequences for
optical
manipulation of
inelastic and
reactive processes,
precision
measurement of
molecular and
atomic properties,
matter-wave
coherences and
quantum-statistical
condensates of
dilute, weakly
interacting atoms.
This crucial position
explains the wide
interest and
explosive growth of
the field since its
inception in 1987.
The author reviews
elements of the
quantum theory of
scattering theory,
collisions taking
place in the
presence of one or
more light fields,
and collisions in the
dark, below the
Access
Free
photon recoil
limit
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imposed by the
presence of any
light field. Finally,
it reviews the
essential properties
of these mesoscopic
quantum systems
and describes the
key importance of
the scattering
length to
condensate
stability.
Mitsubishi
Lancer/Lancer
Cedia Apr 24 2022
How to Super
Tune and Modify
Holley
Carburetors Jan
10 2021 In How to
Super Tune and
Modify Holley
Carburetors, best
selling author
Vizard explains the
science, the
function, and most
importantly, the
tuning expertise
required to get your
Holley carburetor
to perform its best
for your
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performance
application.
No Nest for the
Wicket Nov 19
2021 Braving
poison ivy,
recalcitrant
livestock, briars,
and other hazards
while taking part in
a contest of
"Extreme Croquet,"
Meg Langlow
stumbles upon the
body of a dead
woman, whose head
has been bashed in
by a croquet mallet,
and launches a
personal
investigation into
the crime. By the
author of Owls Well
That Ends Well.
Reprint.
Troubleshooting
and Repair of
Diesel Engines
May 02 2020
Harness the Latest
Tools and
Techniques for
Troubleshooting
and Repairing
5/17

Virtually Any Diesel
Engine Problem
The Fourth Edition
of Troubleshooting
and Repairing
Diesel Engines
presents the latest
advances in diesel
technology.
Comprehensive and
practical, this
revised classic
equips you with all
of the state-of-theart tools and
techniques needed
to keep diesel
engines running in
top condition.
Written by master
mechanic and
bestselling author
Paul Dempsey, this
hands-on resource
covers new engine
technology,
electronic engine
management,
biodiesel fuels, and
emissions controls.
The book also
contains cuttingedge information on
Access Free
diagnostics...fuel
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systems...mechanic
al and electronic
governors...cylinder
heads and
valves...engine
mechanics...turboch
argers...electrical
basics...starters and
generators...cooling
systems...exhaust
aftertreatment...an
d more. Packed
with over 350
drawings,
schematics, and
photographs, the
updated
Troubleshooting
and Repairing
Diesel Engines
features: New
material on
biodiesel and
straight vegetable
oil fuels Intensive
reviews of
troubleshooting
procedures New
engine repair
procedures and
tools State-of-theart turbocharger
techniques A
comprehensive new
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chapter on
troubleshooting and
repairing electronic
engine
management
systems A new
chapter on the
worldwide drive for
greener, more
environmentally
friendly diesels Get
Everything You
Need to Solve
Diesel Problems
Quickly and Easily •
Rudolf Diesel •
Diesel Basics •
Engine Installation
• Fuel Systems •
Electronic Engine
Management
Systems • Cylinder
Heads and Valves •
Engine Mechanics •
Turbochargers •
Electrical
Fundamentals •
Starting and
Generating Systems
• Cooling Systems •
Greener Diesels
The American
Elevator and Grain
Trade; V.26 Aug 29
6/17

2022 This work has
been selected by
scholars as being
culturally important
and is part of the
knowledge base of
civilization as we
know it. This work
is in the public
domain in the
United States of
America, and
possibly other
nations. Within the
United States, you
may freely copy and
distribute this
work, as no entity
(individual or
corporate) has a
copyright on the
body of the work.
Scholars believe,
and we concur, that
this work is
important enough
to be preserved,
reproduced, and
made generally
available to the
public. To ensure a
quality reading
experience, this
Access Free
work has been
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proofread and
republished using a
format that
seamlessly blends
the original
graphical elements
with text in an easyto-read typeface.
We appreciate your
support of the
preservation
process, and thank
you for being an
important part of
keeping this
knowledge alive
and relevant.
Electric Field
Analysis Feb 20
2022 Electric Field
Analysis is both a
student-friendly
textbook and a
valuable tool for
engineers and
physicists engaged
in the design work
of high-voltage
insulation systems.
The text begins by
introducing the
physical and
mathematical
fundamentals of
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electric fields,
presenting
problems from
power and
dielectric
engineering to
show how the
theories are put
into practice. The
book then describes
various techniques
for electric field
analysis and their
significance in the
validation of
numerically
computed results,
as well as:
Discusses finite
difference, finite
element, charge
simulation, and
surface charge
simulation methods
for the numerical
computation of
electric fields
Provides case
studies for electric
field distribution in
a cable termination,
around a post
insulator, in a
condenser bushing,
7/17

and around a gasinsulated substation
(GIS) spacer
Explores numerical
field calculation for
electric field
optimization,
demonstrating
contour correction
and examining the
application of
artificial neural
networks Explains
how high-voltage
field optimization
studies are carried
out to meet the
desired engineering
needs Electric Field
Analysis is
accompanied by an
easy-to-use yet
comprehensive
software for
electric field
computation. The
software, along
with a wealth of
supporting content,
is available for
download with
qualifying course
adoption.
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Orion Service and
Repair Manual Feb
29 2020
Chilton's Ford
Focus 2000-07
Repair Manual Oct
26 2019 All petrol
models 00 thru 07.
Income Tax
Fundamentals
2021 Jan 22 2022
Learn the
complexities of the
U.S. income tax
code and master
the most important
areas of tax law
with
Whittenburg/AltusBuller/Gill's marketleading INCOME
TAX
FUNDAMENTALS
2021. This concise,
practical
introduction to
today's tax
preparation uses a
unique, step-by-step
workbook format
that integrates
actual tax forms. A
clear presentation
presents the most
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up-to-date tax
changes and
developments as
you walk through
real examples using
current, authentic
tax forms. A variety
of end-of-chapter
problems offer
hands-on practice,
including tax return
problems that use
source documents
identical to those of
real clients. Turn to
INCOME TAX
FUNDAMENTALS
2021 to refine the
timely knowledge
and practical skills
you need to become
a successful tax
preparer. Important
Notice: Media
content referenced
within the product
description or the
product text may
not be available in
the ebook version.
How to Rebuild
Honda B-Series
Engines Sep 05
2020 The first book
8/17

of its kind, How to
Rebuild the Honda
B-Series
Engineshows
exactly how to
rebuild the everpopular Honda Bseries engine. The
book explains
variations between
the different Bseries designations
and elaborates
upon the features
that make this
engine family such
a tremendous and
reliable design.
Honda B-series
engines are some of
the most popular
for enthusiasts to
swap, and they
came in many
popular Honda and
Acura models over
the years, including
the Civic, Integra,
Accord, Prelude,
CRX, del Sol, and
even the CR-V. In
this special
Workbench book,
Access
author Jason
SiuFree
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uses more than 600
photos, charts, and
illustrations to give
simple step-by-step
instructions on
disassembly,
cleaning, machining
tips, pre-assembly
fitting, and final
assembly. This book
gives
considerations for
both stock and
performance
rebuilds. It also
guides you through
both the easy and
tricky procedures,
showing you how to
rebuild your engine
and ensure it is
working perfectly.
Dealing with
considerations for
all B-series enginesforeign and
domestic, VTEC and
non-VTEC-the book
also illustrates
many of the wildly
vast performance
components,
accessories, and
upgrades available
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for B-series
engines. As with all
Workbench titles,
this book details
and highlights
special
components, tools,
chemicals, and
other accessories
needed to get the
job done right, the
first time.
Appendices are
packed full of
valuable reference
information, and
the book includes a
Work-Along-Sheet
to help you record
vital statistics and
measurements
along the way.
You'll even find tips
that will help you
save money without
compromising topnotch results.
Serial
Entrepreneur Oct
19 2021
Aussie Cars Jun 26
2022
Air Conditioning
Service Manual
9/17

Aug 17 2021
Prince2
Foundation
Training Manual
Nov 27 2019 Thank
you for reading our
PRINCE2
Foundation
Training Manual.
The main objective
of this book is to
provide an easy-toread and easy-tounderstand
PRINCE2(R)
Foundation training
manual. The official
PRINCE2 manual,
"Managing
Successful Projects
with PRINCE2," is
an excellent
reference manual,
but it is not a
training manual and
should not be used
as one, as it is very
difficult to
comprehend and
understand if you
are new to project
management. The
official PRINCE2
Access
Free
manual also
covers
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the complete
Practitioner
Syllabus, and it's
impossible to know
which parts are just
focused on the
PRINCE2
Foundation
syllabus, so you
have to read
everything, which is
not good if you are
just studying for the
foundation exam.
Henceforth, this
book is meant to be
(and is) an easy
introduction to
PRINCE2 based on
the Foundation
syllabus, and it's
quickly becoming
the most read book
for people wishing
to learn about
PRINCE2 and
prepare for the
foundation exam.
Look Japan Oct 31
2022
Practical Engine
Airflow Mar 12
2021 The efficient
flow of air through
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an engine is
instrumental for
producing
maximum power.
To maximize
performance,
engine builders
seek to understand
how air flows
through
components and
ultimately through
the entire engine.
Engine builders use
this knowledge and
apply specific
practices and
principles to unlock
horsepower within
an engine; this
applies to all engine
types, including
V-8s, V-6s, and
imported 4-cylinder
engines. Former
Hot Rod magazine
editor and founder
of Westech
Performance Group
John Baechtel
explains airflow
dynamics through
an engine in
layman's terms so
10/17

you can easily
absorb it and apply
it. The principles of
airflow are
explained;
specifically, the
physics of air and
how it flows
through major
engine components,
including the
intake, heads,
cylinders, and
exhaust system.
The most efficient
and least restricted
path through an
engine is the key to
high performance.
To get to this
higher level, the
author explains
atmospheric
pressure, air
density, and brake
specific fuel
consumption so you
understand the
properties of fuel
for tuning. Baechtel
covers the primary
factors for
optimizing the
Access
Free
airflow path.
This
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includes the
fundamentals of air
motion, air velocity,
and boundary
layers;
obstructions; and
pressure changes.
Flowing air through
the heads and the
combustion
chamber is key and
is comprehensively
explained. Also
comprehensively
explored is the
exhaust system's
airflow, in
particular primary
tube size and
length, collector
function, and
scavenging.
Chapters also
include flowbench
testing, evaluating
flow numbers, and
using airflow
software. In the
simplest terms, an
engine is an air
pump. Whether
you're a
professional engine
builder or a serious
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amateur engine
builder, you must
understand engine
airflow dynamics
and must apply
these principles if
you want to
optimize
performance. If you
want to achieve
ultimate engine
performance, you
need this book.
Foyle's Philavery
Sep 25 2019 The
word 'philavery'
was specially
invented to
describe this book a collection of
words chosen
simply on the
grounds of their
aesthetic appeal.
Some of these
words appeal
because of their
aptness, some for
their obscurity,
some for their
euphony, and some
for their quirkiness.
As a collection they
will be a delight to
11/17

all word lovers.
PHP & MySQL: The
Missing Manual
Dec 21 2021 If you
can build websites
with CSS and
JavaScript, this
book takes you to
the next
level—creating
dynamic, databasedriven websites
with PHP and
MySQL. Learn how
to build a database,
manage your
content, and
interact with users.
With step-by-step
tutorials, this
completely revised
edition gets you
started with
expanded coverage
of the basics and
takes you deeper
into the world of
server-side
programming. The
important stuff you
need to know: Get
up to speed quickly.
Learn how to install
Access Free
PHP and MySQL,
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and get them
running on both
your computer and
a remote server.
Gain new
techniques. Take
advantage of the
all-new chapter on
integrating PHP
with HTML web
pages. Manage
your content. Use
the file system to
access user data,
including images
and other binary
files. Make it
dynamic. Create
pages that change
with each new
viewing. Build a
good database. Use
MySQL to store
user information
and other data.
Keep your site
working. Master
the tools for fixing
things that go
wrong. Control
operations. Create
an administrative
interface to oversee
your site.
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Toyota Corolla
Automotive Repair
Manual Aug 24
2019 This repair
manual covers all
Toyota Corrla
vehicles 2003
through 2005
Physical Sciences
for NGSS Dec 09
2020 Physical
Sciences for NGSS
has been
specifically written
to meet the
requirements of the
Next Generation
Science Standards
(NGSS) for High
School Physical
Sciences (HS-PS). It
encompasses all
three dimensions of
the standards
(science and
engineering
practices,
crosscutting
concepts, and
disciplinary core
ideas), addressing
the program
content through a
wide range of
12/17

engaging studentfocused activities
and
investigations.Thro
ugh completion of
these activities,
students build a
sound
understanding of
science and
engineering
practices, recognize
and understand the
concepts that link
all domains of
science, and build
the knowledge base
required to
integrate the three
dimensions of the
standards to meet
the program's
performance
expectations.
Performance
Exhaust Systems
Oct 07 2020 To
extract maximum
performance, an
engine needs an
efficient, welldesigned, and
properly tuned
Access Free
exhaust system.
In
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fact, the exhaust
system's design,
components, and
materials have a
large impact on the
overall performance
of the engine.
Engine builders and
car owners need to
carefully consider
the exhaust layout,
select the parts,
and fabricate the
exhaust system that
delivers the best
performance for car
and particular
application. Master
engine builder and
award-winning
writer Mike
Mavrigian explains
exhaust system
principles, function,
and components in
clear and concise
language. He then
details how to
design, fabricate,
and fit exhaust
systems to classic
street cars as well
as for special and
racing applications.
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Air/exhaust-gas
flow dynamics and
exhaust system
design are
explained. Cam
duration and
overlap are also
analyzed to
determine how an
engine breathes in
air/fuel, as the
exhaust must
efficiently manage
this burned
mixture. Pipe
bending is a science
as well as art and
you’re shown how
to effectively crush
and mandrel bend
exhaust pipe to fit
your
header/manifold
and chassis
combination.
Header tube
diameter and
length is taken into
account, as well as
the most efficient
catalytic converters
and resonators for
achieving your
performance goals.
13/17

In addition,
Mavrigian covers
the special exhaust
system
requirements for
supercharged and
turbocharged
systems. When
building a highperformance
engine, you need a
high-performance
exhaust system
that’s tuned and
fitted to that engine
so you can realize
maximum
performance. This
comprehensive
book is your guide
to achieving
ultimate exhaust
system
performance. It
shows you how to
fabricate a system
for custom
applications and to
fit the correct
prefabricated
system to your car.
No other book on
the market is solely
Free
dedicated Access
to
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fabricating and
fitting an exhaust
system in highperformance
applications.
Income Tax
Fundamentals 2019
(with Intuit
Proconnect Tax
Online 2018) May
14 2021 Learn the
complexities of the
U.S. income tax
code and master
the most important
areas of tax law
with
Whittenburg/Gill's
concise, practical
INCOME TAX
FUNDAMENTALS
2019. This marketleading
introduction to tax
preparation uses a
unique, step-by-step
workbook format
that integrates
actual tax forms.
You have the option
to use Intuit
ProConnect 2018
tax preparation
software that
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accompanies each
new book. A clear,
up-to-date
presentation walks
you through real,
current examples
using the most
recent actual tax
forms. A variety of
end-of-chapter
problems offer
hands-on practice
with tax return
problems that use
source documents
identical to those of
real clients. In
addition, numerous
study tools and
powerful online
resources,
including MindTap
digital support and
the
CengageNOWv2
online homework
tool, help you
further refine the
knowledge and
skills to become a
successful tax
preparer.
Standard Catalog
of Imported Cars,
14/17

1946-1990 Mar 24
2022 This book
provides a wealth of
detailed
information that
collectors,
investors, and
restorers of
imported cars will
not find in any
other book. This
massive volume
spans the marques
of imported
vehicles. The list
includes such
familiar names as
Alfa Romeo, Aston
Martin, Bentley,
Citroen, Jaguar,
Lamborghini,
Porsche, RollsRoyce, Saab, and
Volkswagon. Also in
these pages, you'll
find details on such
lesser-known yet no
less intriguing
marques as Abarth,
DAF, Frazer Nash,
Humber, Iso, Nardi,
Panhard, Peerless,
Sabra and Skoda.
Access Free
The book also
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highlights model
changes and
corporate histories
and provides value
information on the
most popular
models of imported
cars.
Standard Catalog of
Imported Cars
1946-2002 May 26
2022 This is the
only book that
completely lists
accurate technical
data for all cars
imported into the
U.S. market from
1946-2000. With
many imports
approaching the
antique status, this
book will be a big
seller across all
generations of car
enthusiasts. From
the grandiose
European carriages
of the late Forties
to the hot, little
Asian imports of the
Nineties, every car
to grace American
roadways from
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across the Atlantic
and Pacific is
carefully referenced
in this book.
&break;&break;For
eign car devotees
will appreciate the
attention given to
capturing precise
data on Appearance
and Equipment,
Vehicle I.D.
Numbers,
Specification
Charts, Engine
Data, Chassis,
Technical Data,
Options and
Historical
Information.
&break;&break;Coll
ectors, restorers
and car buffs will
love this key book
from noted
automotive authors,
James Flammang
and Mike Covello.
Holley
Carburetors Aug
05 2020 During the
muscle car wars of
the 1960s, Holley
carburetors
15/17

emerged as the
carbs to have
because of their
easy-to-tune design,
abundance of parts,
and wide range of
sizes. The
legendary Double
Pumper, the
universal 600-cfm
1850 models, the
Dominator, and
now the Avenger
have stood the test
of time and are the
leading carburetors
in the highperformance engine
market. To many
enthusiasts, the
operation,
components, and
rebuilding
procedures remain
a mystery. Yet,
many carburetors
need to be rebuilt
and properly set up
for a particular
engine package.
Veteran engine
building expert and
automotive author
Access Free
Mike Mavrigian
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guides you through
each important
stage of the
rebuilding process,
so you have the
best operating
carburetor for a
particular engine
and application. In
addition, he
explains carb
identification as
well as idle, midrange and highspeed circuit
operation, specialty
tools, and available
parts. You often
need to replace
gaskets, worn
parts, and jets for
the prevailing
weather/altitude
conditions or a
different engine
setup. Mavrigian
details how to
select parts then
disassemble,
assemble, and
calibrate all of the
major Holley
carburetors. In an
easy-to-follow step-
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by-step format, he
shows you each
critical stage for
cleaning sensitive
components and
installing parts,
including idle
screws, idle air jets,
primary/secondary
main jets,
accelerator pumps,
emulsion tubes, and
float bowls. He also
includes the
techniques for
getting all of the
details right so you
have a smoothrunning engine.
Holley carburetor
owners need a
rebuilding guide for
understanding,
disassembling,
selecting parts, and
reassembling their
carbs, so the carb
then delivers
exceptional
acceleration, quick
response, and
superior fuel
economy. With
Holley Carburetors:
16/17

How to Rebuild you
can get the carb set
up and performing
at its best. And, if
desired, you can
move to advanced
levels of tuning and
modifying these
carbs. If you're
looking for the one
complete book that
helps you quickly
and expertly rebuild
your Holley and get
back on the road,
this book is a vital
addition to your
performance
library.
Designing and
Tuning HighPerformance Fuel
Injection Systems
Apr 12 2021 Looks
at the combustion
basics of fuel
injection engines
and offers
information on such
topics as VE
equation, airflow
estimation, setups
and calibration,
Access Free
creating timing
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maps, and auxiliary
output controls.
Mitsubishi Lancer
EVO I to X Jul 28
2022 The definitive
international
history of one of the
world's most
successful rally
cars. Covers every
Lancer model including all special
editions, and
Dodge, Colt,
Plymouth, Valiant,
Eagle, Proton and
Hyundai variants from 1973 to date.
Includes a
Foreword by
Shinichi Kurihara,
Mitsubishi's Evo
team leader.
Ford Ka Service
and Repair
Manual Jan 28
2020 Hatchback

Access Free Lancer Cedia
4g15 Engine Free
Download Pdf

inc. special/limited
editions. Petrol: 1.3
litre (1299cc).
Ford Escape &
Mazda Tribute
Automotive
Repair Manual
Mar 31 2020 The
Chilton Total Car
Care series
continues to lead all
other do-it-yourself
automotive repair
manuals. These
manuals offer do-ityourselfers of all
levels TOTAL
maintenance,
service and repair
information in an
easy-to-use format.
Each title covers all
makes and models,
unless otherwise
indicated.
BMW 3-Series
(E36) 1992-1999:
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How to Build and
Modify Dec 29 2019
The BMW 3 Series
set the benchmark
for performance
and luxury. Yet
even at this high
standard, these
cars can be
dramatically
improved. Each
major component
group of the car
can be modified or
upgraded for more
performance, so
you can build a
better car that's
balanced and
refined.
Automotive
Engineering
International Sep
29 2022
How To Restore
Your Volkswagen
Beetle Jul 24 2019
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